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It has been conjectured that in any matroid, if W, , W,, W, denote the number of 
points, lines, and planes respectively, then W: > W, W,. We prove this conjecture 
(and some strengthenings) for matroids in which no line has five or more points, 
thus generalizing a result of Stonesifer, who proved it for graphic matroids. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall assume familiarity with matroid theory-for an introduction, see 
Welsh [3]. The ith Whitney number W, of a matroid is defined to be the 
number of closed sets of rank i (or i-flu@). (l-flats, 2-flats, and 3-flats are 
more usually called points, lines, and planes, respectively.) It was conjec- 
tured by Rota (unpublished) that the sequence W,,, W, , W, ,... is unimodal; 
that is, it has only one “local maximum.” A stronger conjecture was 
proposed by Mason [l] and others, that the sequence satisfies 
wf 2 w,-, wt,, for all i > 0. He also proposed an even stronger conjecture, 
that 
i+l WI--i+1 w;>- 
i W,-i wi-l wi+l 
with equality if and only if every (i + I)-flat has i + 1 points. This appears to 
be very difficult, and indeed the special case where i = 2 is still unsettled. 
This special case has been called the points-lines-planes conjecture [3], and 
is our concern in this paper. 
(1.1) (The points-lines-planes conjecture). In any matroid, 
w2>3wl-1 w w 
l’2 w,-2 ’ 3 
with equality if and only if every plane has three points. 
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Stonesifer [2] proved that this conjecture is true for graphic matroids. Our 
main result is a generalization of this. 
(1.2) The points-lines-planes conjecture is true for any matroid in which 
no line has five or more points. 
The paper is arranged as follows. First, Section 2 contains a proof of a 
weakening of (1.2), the following. 
(1.3) If no line of A4 has four or more points then W: 2 W, W, . 
This is included only because its proof is rather pretty, and it is not 
relevant to the main part of the paper. This begins in Section 3, where we 
show that the points-lines-planes conjecture holds for any matroid with the 
following property. 
(1.4) (Conjecture) The numbers of pairs (1, 1’) of lines 1,l’ with 1 U I’ of 
rank 4 is at least 312 times the number of pairs (e, p) of a point e and a 
plane p with e U p of rank 4. 
We conjecture that this is true for all matroids; and we show in Section 4 
that it is true for matroids in which no line has five or more points. 
Let us introduce some notation and conventions. This paper is concerned 
with flats, which are subsets of the element set of the matroid. In particular, 
points are sets, and not elements. We shall always be able to assume without 
loss of generality that the matroid is simple (that is, it has no loops or 
parallel elements); thus, points will be singleton sets. We shall use XV Y to 
denote the union of the sets X, Y as usual, and XV Y to denote the closure 
of the union X and Y when X, Y are flats. G?,LP, 9 will denote the sets of 
points, lines, and planes of the matroid, respectively. The letters e, 1,~ (and 
variants of them, such as e’, Ii) will denote members of 8,;ip, 9, 
respectively, and we make the convention that the range of e, I, p, when 
unspecified, will be the whole of 8,9,9’, respectively. (Thus, for example, 
C&9 means LB 4(e).) If X is a flat of rank k, d(X) denotes the number 
of (k - I)-flats included in X, and b(X) denotes the number of independent 
k-sets included in X. It will sometimes be convenient to abbreviate W, by n. 
2. AN EASY PROOF OF A WEAK FORM 
In this section we prove (1.3). Nothing in this section is needed for our 
main argument. 
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Let A4 be an arbitrary matroid. For e E 8, define #(e) to be 
and for 1 E Y, define w(l) to be 
CL 
p11 d(p) 
(2.1) W:> WA lfandonly if WlJf’l) C,~(e)~(1/14pI)C,w(l). 
Proof. 
Similarly, (l/IYpI) x1 w(I) = (Sl/l~Pl. Thus, 
if and only if ILP(/(~Y~ > (Sl/lYl, that is, W: > W, W,. 
Thus we wish to show that the mean value of Q is not less than the mean 
value of w. The next result shows that Q is “locally” not less than I+ 
(2.2) If e c 1 then 4(e) > y(1). 
Prooj For each plane p 2 1, choose a line lP c p distinct from 1, with 
e c 1,. Then 1, # I,,’ for distinct planes p, p’ I> 1, and moreover, for p 2 1 we 
have d(p) > d(1,). Thus 
as required. 
Consider now the following statement. 
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(2.3) For every X G 8, X intersects at least (IX//j&Y I) lY[ lines of M. 
It is easy to construct matroids not having this property. However, if a 
matroid does have this property then it satisfies (1.3), as we shall now show. 
Because of (2.1) and (2.2), it suffices to prove the following. 
(2.4) Let M be any matroid satisfying (2.3). Let #, w be real-valued 
functions defined on .?Y, .Y, respectively, such that 4(e) > ~(1) whenever e c 1. 
Then the mean value of $ is not less than the mean value of w. 
ProoJ It is an easy exercise in transversal theory to deduce from (2.3) 
that there is a function a defined on B X ip, taking non-negative integers 
values, such that 
(i) a(e, Z) = 0 if e d 1; 
(ii) for e E 8, 2, a(e, 1) = 1.91; 




To complete the proof of (1.3), it is enough to prove the following. 
(2.5) If no line of M has four or more points, then M satisfies (2.3). 
ProoJ Let Xc 8, with (Xl = k, say. Let ~8’ c 4p be the set of lines 
intersected by X. Every line of 9’ includes at most two subsets {x, y} of E, 
where x E X and y E 8 -X, and every such subset is in a unique member of 
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and so 
Thus 1 Y’ ) >, (k/n) ) Y I, as required. 
3. CONNECTING THE CONJECTURES 
In this section we begin the main proof, by showing that any matroid 
satisfying (1.4) also satisfies (1.1). We remark that it is easy to see that any 
matroid satisfying (1.4) satisfies W: > (3/2) W, W, , because W: and W, W, 
count the number of pairs (I, 1’) and (e, p) of M, and so, assuming (1.4), it is 
enough to show that the number of coplanar pairs (I, I’) is at least 3/2 times 
the number of coplanar pairs (e, p), which is easy. The complications in this 
section arise from the extra factor (W, - l)/(W, - 2) present in (1.1). 
The proof is in several steps. First, given a matroid A4, define the sets 
22 , ,..., d5 as follows. 




4 = {(e, P): e = P). 
We recall that n = W,. 
(3-l) 
W2- 3 n-1 
2 ~n_2W’W” 
= IL/(- ( &41)+$+?31-w41~ 
+ G (WI -& lb4 + (I4 -+4) + 14l* 
Proof. By rearranging the terms on the right side of this equation, we 
obtain 
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But W,‘=l~I+I-~I+I”~~/+J-~l, and W,W,=l&~+l-$~, and so the 
result follows. 
(3.2) [PI - (I/(n - 2)) 1-4 ( > 0. Equality occurs only if every plane has 
three points. 
Prooj If (e, p) E d5, associate with it the pair (e, 1), where 1 is a line in 
p not including e. Different pairs (e, p) give different pairs (e, Z), and so Id5 / 
is less than or equal to the number of pairs (e, I) with e d 1. But this is at 
most (n - 2) )Yl, and so the inequality of (3.2) holds. If equality occurs, 
then for every (e, p) E J& there is a unique line in p not including e; and so 
every plane has three points. 
(3.3) I”y;I-2I4I~0. 
ProoJ: If (I, I’) E dj, let In I’ = e, I V 1’ = p, and associate with (I, 1’) 
the pair (e, p) E J5. Any (e, p) E J$ is associated with at least two pairs in 
c&j, and so 1~2~ ) > 2 I d5 1, as required. 
(3.4) I4 I - (6/b - 3)) l-4 I > 0. 
ProoJ Let Je be the set of all triples (I, Z’, e), where (I, I’) E dJ and 
1Ul’Ue has rank4. Clearly Id,I<((n-3)J&jI, but ldb(>6(J82(, since 
every plane contains at least six intersecting pairs of lines. The inequality 
follows. 
(3.5) Any matroid satisfying (1.4) also satisfies (1. l), and attains equality 
in (1.1) if and only if every plane has three points. 
Proof The “if’ part of the equality characterization is easy, and the 
remainder follows from (3.1~(3.4). 
Thus, (1.4) implies (1.1). Indicentally, it is natural to ask for a similar 
approach to the higher rank cases of Mason’s conjecture. But this fails. 
Consider, for example, the polygon matroid of the graph consisting of two 
adjacent vertices and three internally disjoint paths joining them, each with 
two interior vertices. This matroid does not have two disjoint Sflats, but it 
does have a 6-flat disjoint from a 4-flat, and so it is a counterexample to the 
natural generalization of (1.4) to higher ranks. 
4. THE MAIN ARGUMENT 
Throughout this section, M is a fixed simple matroid, in which no line has 
live or more points. We shall show that M satisfies (1.4) and hence (1.1). Let 
d,, J92 be defined as before; then we must show that Id1 ( > (3/2) ) JZ 1. 
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Let k: MI + R be an arbitrary real-valued function defined on dI, which 
we shall specify later. For (1, I’), (11, I;) E dI, we write (I, I’) - (I,, I;) if 
1 n 1,) 1 n I;, I’ n I,, I’ n 1; are all points. For (1, I’) E ~4~) define f(l, I’) to 
be 
= 7 k(l,,1~)C(l:(I,1’)EJQ,(l,[‘)-(I,,lI)) 
Ul,l,)E~l 
= c 141 lC1(l~,l- l)(lCl- l)W,, U 
ulJ;)ES/L 
The result follows. 
Now for (I, I’) E dI, define g(l, 1’) to be 
(4.2) c (I,l’)Ed, & u = P/2) IdI* 
ProoJ 
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=- : ,..L, 43 
x~(~1~(~1~-1):(I,I')EJB,,e~l',Z~p,p~l'z0) 
=- : e.p&d, i C(l:e,,e,,e,cp,e,Ve,Ve,=p) 
6~(~)=-34, as required. 
To prove that (1.4) holds for M, it is therefore enough, by (4.1) and (4.2), 
to show that 
(1 & fG l’) - & 0 a 0 * I 
for some suitable choice of the (so far, arbitrary) function k. We define 
k(Z, I’) = -$, if II) = II’1 = 2, 
k(l, I’) = $, if )ZI=2,lZ’I=3 or III=3,(1’)=2, 
k(l, I’) = 0, otherwise. 
With this choice of k, we shall prove the following, from which (1.4) follows. 
TABLE I 
B(2,2) = 1 B(2,2,2) = 3 
B(2,3) = 3 8(2,2,3) = 8 
B(2,4) = 6 E(2,2,4) = 15 
8(3,3) = 8 8(2,3,3) = 16 
8(3,4) = 15 B(2,3,4) = 28 
B(4,4) = 27 B(2,4,4) = 45 
B(3,3,3) = 28 
8(3,3,4) = 46 
8(3,4,4) = 69 
B(4,4,4) = 101 
B(2, 2, 2, 2) = 6 
B(2,2,2,3) = 15 
8(2,2,2,4) = 27 
B(2,2,3,3) = 28 
B(2,2,3,4) = 45 
B(2,2,4,4) = 68 
B(2,3,3,3) = 45 
8(2,3,3,4) = 68 
B(2,3,4,4) = 98 
8(2,4,4,4) = 135 
B(3, 3,3, 3) = 69 
8(3,3,3,4) = 98 
B(3,3,4,4) = 135 
8(3,4,4,4) = 180 
B(4,4,4,4) = 234 
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(4.3) For any (I, 1’) E s.3( , f(l, I’) > g(l, I’). 
To prove this, we introduce a new function B(x, ,..., xI), where r is 2, 3, or 
4, and so is each x,. B is invariant under permutation of its arguments, and 
for x, < . . . < x,, B(x, ,..., x,) is defined in Table I. 
(4.4) lf e V 1 E 9, and III= r, say, and the r lines of A4 which include e 
and intersect 1 have cardinalities x1 ,..., x,, then b(e V 1) > B(x, ,..., xr). 
To verify this is of course a finite (but tedious) problem, which is left to 
the reader. Finally, we require the following inequality. 
(4.5) Let a, a’ E {2,3,4} and for 1 < i < a, 1 Q i’ <a’ let d,,, E {2,3,4}. 
Let k(x, x’) = 5/32 if x =x’ = 2, k(x, x’) = l/32 if x = 2, x’ = 3 or vice 
versa, and k(x, x’) = 0 otherwise. Let B be defined as before. Then 
1 - aa’(a - I)(a’ - 1) k(a, a’) 
+ c C k(diio 7 di/l) 
1<i,j,<a l<i’ ],<a’ 
i+j i,;j, 
‘ha- l)(“- ‘) (,<&,B(d,,;.:,d,O.) 
+ ,<F<,. B(d,,:.,d .))’ 01’ 
Proof. Once again, checking this is a finite (but very tedious) problem, 
and is left to the reader. I regret that I have been unable to find any non- 
obvious techniques for verifying (4.5)-it takes me about two hours (by 
hand), and the details are not worth publishing. One hint-if E denotes the 
set of pairs (i, i’) with di,i, = 2, then most possibilities for E can be 
eliminated easily. 
From these two results, we can derive (4.3). 
Proof of (4.3). Given (1, I’) E &, , let (II= a, ) 1’ ) = a’, I= {x, ,..., x,}, 
I’ = {xi )..., XL,}, and for 1 Q i Q a, 1 < i’ < a’ let diiS = Jxi V x[,l. Then (4.3) 
follows from (4.4) and (4.5). 
It is clear that the heart of this proof is the establishment of a function k 
for which (4.5) is true. The (5/32, l/32,0)-valued k given is in no way 
unique, but it is the simplest I have been able to find. I do not know 
whether this approach will work for more general matroids, say, with no line 
of cardinality six or more; the formidable arithmetic involved is the most 
immediate obstacle. Indeed I have no proof that the method will not work in 
the general case, with no bound whatsoever on the line cardinalities. 
However, heuristic argument appears to make that unlikely. 
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